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Crucial: the security of each party depends only on the “goodness” of its own hardware.
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\[ \text{idea \cite{MQU07,CGS08}} \]

\[ a_b \xrightarrow{\text{ECC(opening)}} \]
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unpredictability does not hold for close queries
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\[ \text{Problem 2: Adv queries with strings that are “close” to the actual opening} \]

\[ c=\text{PUF-Com}(b) \]

\[ \text{PUF-Com}(a_b) \]

\[ \text{open } a_b \]

\[ \text{open } c \]
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Problem 1: Adv can query with 0/1

idea [MQU07,CGS08]

\[ a_b \rightarrow \text{ECC(opening)} \]

Problem 2: Adv queries with strings that are "close" to the actual opening

unpredictability does not hold for close queries

for free: stand-alone unconditional commitment from [OSVW13]

PUF-Com

token

we construct: stand-alone unconditional commitment from malicious tokens

\[ S \rightarrow c=\text{PUF-Com}(b) \]

\[ \text{PUF-Com}(a_b) \rightarrow R \]

\[ \text{open } a_b \rightarrow \text{open } c \]
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Problem 1: Adv can query with 0/1

idea [MQU07, CGS08]

\(ab\) ECC(opening)

For free: stand-alone unconditional commitment from [OSVW13] PUF-Com

token

Problem 2: Adv queries with strings that are "close" to the actual opening

we construct: stand-alone unconditional commitment from malicious tokens

### Diagram

- **Sender (S)**:
  - Input: \(ab\)
  - Output: \(PUF-Com(ab)\)

- **Receiver (R)**:
  - Input: \(c = PUF-Com(b)\)
  - Output: Opened values: \(ab\) and \(c\)
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Problem 1: Adv can query with 0/1

idea [MQU07, CGS08]

ab ECC(opening)

token

no unconditional unpredictability for free: prevent uncontrolled access to the (stateless) token

for free: stand-alone unconditional commitment from [OSVW13] PUF-Com

Problem 2: Adv queries with strings that are "close" to the actual opening we construct: stand-alone unconditional commitment from malicious tokens

S

R

c=PUF-Com(b)

open ab

open c

open ECC(opening)
Conclusion

• black-box compiler any extractable commitments => UC-commitments

• Extractable commitments from Malicious PUFs => the first unconditional UC-security with PUFs

• Extractable commitments from Stateless token admitting arbitrary malicious adversary => the first unc. UC-secure protocol with stateless tokens. Complete the picture of unconditional UC security with stateless tokens.

• Unconditional OT with malicious PUFs??
Thanks